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The Mage Alamar has never forgotten the life debt he owes to Farrix, one of the legendary Hidden
Ones of Mithgar, who keep to themselves and avoid contact with ordinary humans. So when Farrix’s
mate, the Lady Jinnarin, appears on Alamar’s doorstep, he fears the worst. Months ago, Farrix
vanished—and Jinnarin has been plagued by nightmares of him being in danger ever since. To find
him, Alamar and Jinnarin must embark on a journey across the sea to confront a master of dark
magic preparing to open a portal between Mithgar and a destructive Dark God....
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Very Old Chap
The Mithgar series books all fling the reader into a romantic, high fantasy adventure. The lyrical
writing style, haling back to the times of the ancient storytellers, is brimming with well-researched
details. This adventure takes us out on the high seas and keeps us riveted as we journey round the
Mithgarian world. But what I love best is it makes the reader reach inside to ponder some age-old
questions such as the true nature of evil or why the fairy realm is normally hidden from mankind
(adults anyway). It is a story of love and friendship, and combines all the most wonderful elements of

a good story worth reading over and again. This was my fourth time. I highly recommend this book
even if you have not read the previous novels in this rich fantasy series. Also, consider reading the
final three books which tell of the impossible child. McKiernan set the stage for the final act in this
book. My heartfelt gratitude to the author for stoking the flame of hope in each tale. Reading these
stories is fulfilling on every level. Enjoy!
Larosa
great
unmasked
Enchanting!!!! I best book I have ever read. I wanted a sequel. What an imagination Dennis L
McKernan, you took me into a world of such wonder.
Moonshaper
Wonderful fantasy. Love Dennis McKiernan
Hono
I love this author. His world of Mithgar is fantasy at it best in my opinion. You learn more about how
the ban came to be. It answered alot of questions I had wanted to know about. I hope that if you read
this book that you will enjoy it as much as I did.
Kulafyn
One of the best books I have ever read.....
Kashicage
excellent
Not just another sword-wielding, arrow-slinging fantasy. It's a deeply thoughtful story with a
meaningful plot and characters the reader can easily relate to. 588 pages of high seas adventure,
with plenty of action and mystery along the way.
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